Abstract: The beam intensity monitor for the circulating beams in LEP uses toroidal cores of an amorphous magnetic alloy as sensors. It consists of two independent systems:
Introduction
The Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP) in CERN has a circumference of 26.7 km. The particles in each of the two colliding beams are concentrated in 4 regularly spaced circulating bunches, havin a minimum rms length of 45 picoseconds and a nominal intensity of about 4 x 10" e+ or e-per bunch. The peak value of beam current of these short bunches ma be high (> 1 kA), but the mean value of beam current in LEP is ratier low (= 0.75 mA per bunch), A parametric dc c m n t transformer is used to measure the total number of clrculating particles in LEP. T h s intensity monitor does not require any timing information for proper operation and it rovides a recise, absolute calibration without any ambiguity. The
Emitation of this system is its inability to d i s h ish between individual bunches. It measures simply the sum o E h e currents of both beams, even so they circulate in opposite directions.
A fast, integratin current transformer measures the charge of each individual bunch in EEP. The signal from this single transformer is used as an input for 8 parallel analog signal processing channels. Each of these channels is m e d to track one particular bunch on every revolution and generates an output signal proportional to the number of particles in ~s bunch.
The limited space of this paper does not allow to treat both s stems of the LEP beam intensity monitor com letel The following cxapters will therefore concentrate on a selecte2numL of novel features.
Magnetic cores made from amorphous alloys
High permeability alloys with amorphous structure have become commercially available in recent ears. They exhibit exceptional magnetic Tperties, which makes Xem very attractive for beam current trans ormers. Their practical use in h s context presents a number of technological problems. Different types of alloys are available and a prelimin investi ation [12] selected Vitrovac 6025, with the composition (C%e)m(Mo&B)m. made by Vacuumschmelze A.G.
(Hanau, Fed. Rep. Germany). It is supplied m the form of a continuous ribbon of about 25 p thickness, which is used to wind a toroidal core of any dimension. Compared with polyc staline nickeViron alloys, it has a higher rrmeabllity and lower ed?y current losses (resistivity 2...3 times hig er). One of the disadvanta es of this material is a hi h level of magnetic noise (Barkhausen noise!, a critical parameter for %e application as magnetic modulators.
The amorphous structure is o n 'nall ac uired by rapid quenching (cooling) at a rate of = IO6 &s. ?he 8esired magnetic ?perties are obtiuned later by a thermal/magnetic annealing and reaxation process, below 50oOC (recrptallization temperature). This has to be done with the material in its inal core shape.
The magnetic cores for the beam current monitor have such specific requirements, that we had no choice but to learn to manufacture them ourselves. For a magnetic modulator with high resolution, we require an identical core pan with magnetic characteristics of exceptional stability, hi h permeability and a minimum of Barkhausen noise. A long senes of systematic experiments permitted to set the following rules for the construction: a specially selected quality of Vitrovac 6025 magnetic toroid free of intemal constraints and freely "floating" inside a rigid support saucture insulation between layers [l 11 without any defect, obtained with a Mylar foil of 1...2 pm thickness choice of geome to avoid major magneto-mechanical resonances within modulato3quency range vacuum impregnation with a viscous damping fluid to reduce sec-~$ %~~?~%~i m u m permeability, minimum Barkhausen noise, best frequency response.
Magnetic field annealing
This chapter is a very simplified description of a rather complex subject. The annealing of the finished core consists of a controlled h g h temperature cycle in the presence of a magnetic field: which magnetizes the sample to the saturation level.
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Fig. 1 Effect of annealing Vitrovac 6025.
Dynamic BH-curves at lOOHz
The field is most commonl applied in the lon itudinal direction of the ribbon (LF). This p r d c e s a rectanplar fyteresis loop ( Fig. 1) with the highest value of max. permeab ity (= 00 OOO). The uniaxial anisotropy is at its maximum, leadin to very large domain structures associated with a high level of Bardausen noise and a relatively poor frequency response [9]. ndicular to the axis of the ribbon, yields a ve flat BH curve w x a much lower value of max. permeability (= 3 OOO), with improved frequency response. There are smaller magnetic domains and less Barkhausen noise than in the previous case.
It would be ideal in our application, to suppress the field induced anisotropy [lo] and its associated macroscopic structures. Annealing without any field unfortunately does not work, because the magnetic domains tend to line up spontaneous1 in the axis of the ribbon, producing a situation analog to LF but wix much lower permeability. There are methods reported [7] , like heating above Curie temperat?, followed b fast cooling (in water), or rotation of small samples in a stahonary geld. T h s is not a solution m our case, because the first method produces unstable magnetic characteristics and the second requires a very big magnet.
ially designed annealing plant permits simultaneous a pl i cag: c??F and CF. By suitable controls of the respective ampitudes, we are able to rotate the magnetic vector in a stationary sample. Th~s type of processing is not easy to a ply and at present
certainly not yet optimized. It ylelds a hysteresisfoop (RV) with the best dynamic properties.
Cross-field annealing (CF) with the field pe
The zero flux current transformer (ZFCT)
The basic operating principles of the zero flux current transformer has been described in two earlier pa rs [l; 61. It consists basically of a toroidal current transformer an& operational amplifier, connected together in a closed feedback loop. The current to be measured (for example a particle beam) passes through the Center of the toroid and is the single t u r n r a r y winding. The operational am lifier maintains the dynamic dance between primary and seco& c m n t over a wide frequency range and particularly far down mto the mHz region.
tiall controlled by the inductance L1 and the core losses $1, associa d w i t h core 1, and the equivalent load capacitance n CL. The load capacitance CL (chi capacitors: 660 pF) is integrated directly into the winding of core chlng me beam uise si n a oy a Iacror UI appruxmauziy i w u ~U I I I 50 ps to 50 ns). %us effectively lowers the frequency spectrum Seen by the magnetic cores b a sirmlar factor. The core losses under these conditions are small anithe collected char e in the load resistor RL is close to 100 % of the original charge of &e beam pulse, divided b the tums ratio n. cores with very small cross-secnons can be u s J
The output si nal is free from overshoot and ringing. It has +ways the same shape (&e same frequency spectrum), independent of signal amlitude and bunch duranon, providing that a certain deslgn limit fl ns) of bunch duration is not exceeded. The char e transfer ran0 to RL (calibration constant) is independent of bunch &ration and beam posiaon.
Fast analog signal processing
The bunch signal, after preconditioning in the IC", is a plied to 8 parallel analog signal processing channels. Each channel L e with a buffer amplfier, roviding a low im dance source for 2 i en tical, fast analog gates (% ns opening and c&ng time). These analog gates a ly the same signal to either the positive or the negative input of a s e r e n t i a l ac integrator. Each ate is onl conductive durin a short time interval t, for example 8 0 ns m L h (60 ns for CESk). The gate to the negative in ut provides the sampling window t for one selected bunch in sync&onism with the revolution fyuency of LEP and the gate to the psitive mput sam les the baselme.imm@-ately afterwards wth a wmdow t' of exac& idenncal duratlon. Ths symmetrical circuit arran ement restore! the dc reference of the baseh e , which has been lost$ differenhanon in the ICT. It rovides not only the cancellation of the various known defects oPfast analog gates, but is also a powerful method to reduce the influence of random input and amphfier noise.
The output signal of the integrator is roportional to the charge (number of pamcles) of the selected LEP gunch and averaged for a given number of revolutions.
First tests with beam
We had in autumn 1987 the opportunity, to install and test an early roto pe of the LEP beam intensi momtor in CESR, thanks to an o8er oycollaboranon from the &son Laboratory of Comell Universi (Ithaca, N.Y., USA). The circumference.of the e'e-collider ring CESX is about 35 tunes smaller than LEP, whch scales up ~v olunon frequency and beam currents in the same propomons. Minimum separation between bunches at the monitor location was 157 ns. This required modifications of the full scale range of the V C , a shorter ICT m e constant and an analog signal processor with a sampling time window of 60 ns.
Summery of test results:
PCT: beam position (f10 mm): < 1 x 10-4 < 3 x 1 0 4 attenuation of bunch signals outsite sampling window: -66 dB
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The parametric current transformer (PCT)
The arametric current transformer is a new step in the development of $e ZFCT and has the same basic operating principle. It dlffers from the ZFCT in the electronic circuit concept. Important details concerning the excitation and demodulation circuits have changed and a parametric amplification scheme reduces the effect of amphfier noise.
The practical differences are a much higher modulation freuenc and the se of ma netic cores with very small cross sections &I LJP: 5 mm! I.D. 218 mm). Circuits and mterconnections have been simplified, without sacrificin performance. The PCT covers a fre uency range from dc to 100 dz and a dynamic range of 2 x lo7 wixout range switching. The absolute resolution of the PCT derformance so Far obtained (with%V annealing) is < 0.2 p.A rms (4"s integration window).
The modulator driver
The modulator excitation drive signal should be of very stable amplitude and frequency, completely free of even harmonic distortion. A square wave of perfect symme (= 7 kHz), is generated in a symmetrical D-MOS transistor bridggFig. 2). The am litude is controlled by a precision dc regulator. The control signa% to the switching transistors are derived by synchronous frequency dividers from a quartz controlled master clock.
ends only on the uality of the magnetic cores. Best The square wave driver supplies the excitation windings of the modulator cores via a symmetrical, passive low pass filter (Li+L2 and Ci . The value of capacitor Ci is critical, because it is not only art of)the LP-filter, but also the source of an avalanche current disciarge into the excitation winding Lm, when the modulator cores a proach saturation. This current can easily reach a peak of 4 A . d o s t of the energy initially stored in this capacitor may be recuperated. This re uires an o timum choice of the resonance frequency, determinea by the (clanging) inductance of the modulator excitation winding Lm and the avalanche capacitor Ci.
The modulator driver of the PCT for LEP has a high efficiency. The absorbed dc power is less than 1 W for an excitation amplitude of 50 V and a peak current of 2 A into the modulator core windings. It has the sim licity of a s uare wave driver and provides the spectral purity and $e high modiator sensitivity which is typical for sine wave excitation. The high value of ak saturation current is equivalent to an applied magnetic field of E 6 A/cm in the modulator cores (500 times more than the minimum to reach saturation). This reduces Barkhausen noise and residual magnetic remanence (memory effect) and improves resolution and zero stability of the PCT in an important way.
Parametric amplification
An ma netic modulator satisfies the definition of a parametric amplidr. A e PCT uses a circuit arrangement to increase the sensor sign$ amplitude before it is applied. to the transistor amplifier, thereby improvmg the signal to noise rah0.
I
Parametric amplification is commonly obtained in flux gate magnetometers, by loading the sense coil with a capacitor and tuning it to the second harmonic frequency [12]. The penodic permeability change of the flux gate cores provides the umping achon for paramemc amplification. This principle cannot & apphed directly to the PTC for two reasons:
The sense coils are wound on a ring core (closed magnetic circuit) and have a low Q value Due to the very ught couplin between excitation and sense windings and any inevitable unbafance between the 2 cores of a modulator pair, the direct capacitive loadmg interferes with the avalanche circuit and may cause parasitic oscillations.
-v Fig. 3 Sensor signal conditioning circuits for the PCT.
Parametric gain is possible with the circuit in Fig. 3 . A series and a arallel resonance clrcuit are connected to the sense wmdings LSE ofthe magnetic modulator. L1, C1 is a band stop filter, tuned to the excitation frequency f. I! attenuates the unwanted fundeental frequency components and elminates interacnons with the excitauon circuit. LSE is the source and the reactive load of the parallel resonance circuit (L2, C2) tuned to 2f. The parametric gam of this arrangement is adjusted with series ca acitor C3 and resistor RI, which control respectively coupling and &ping of the 2f resonance circuit.
The integrating current transformer (ICT)
Measuring the intensity of very short beam pulses (< 1 ns) with conventional beam current transformer is problematic. Core losses increase very rapidely with frequency and eddy currents limit the penetration of the ma netic field to a very thm surfa? la er of the magnetic material. %ne can use very thin magneuc n L n s (10 pn) and increase the core cross-section to com nsate partiall these effects, but the method is expensive and the c s r a t i o n of s u d a current transformer is bunch-shape and beam position dependent. A sim le solution for this problem is the integrating current transformer (fCT) of the LEP bunch intensity monitor (Fig. 4) . It contains two cores of Vitrovac 6025 (cross section 5 x 5mm, I.D. 210 mm, magnetic ribbon of 25 pm thickness, RV-annealing). The two cores are completely surrounded b a toroidal cop r housing. +s housing is closed on one side wit( a ring shaperprinted circuir board. The conductive pattem on this board form a coaxial capacitor of approximately 200 pF. Chip capacitors (36 x 100 pF) are soldered at regular intervals across a circular insulating ap and increase the total capacity to about 3800 pF. The t o r o i d enclosure with the coaxial capacitor form the single tum secondary windin of the current transformer. The beam passing through the centre ofthe toroid should be considered as the primary turn.
The charge induced by each short beam pulse IB is temporari-1 stored in the coaxial capacitor Ci (Fig. 5) . This capacitor can only &char e through the sin le turn winding in the direction of the output loaf RL. The rise andpfall time of this discharge current is essen-
